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Biology Assistant-Editor Position Still Open

The search for an assistant editor for biology continues. Our past assistant biology editor has moved to Texas.

Persons interested in serving in this role are urged to send a letter indicating their desire to me at the editor’s address listed on the inside front cover. Please enclose copies of, or references to, papers you have written or edited.

As editor, your obligations would be to read and edit articles submitted in the biology area, to solicit articles in the area of biology, to submit material for “Science Notes” and the “Science Calendar” and attend infrequent editorial board meetings at the expense of the Iowa Academy of Science. The rewards are those of personal gratification and acknowledgement for professional services rendered to the science education community.

As you contemplate writing your letter of inquiry or application, remember that we are a team, including a number of referees and an excellent copy reader who provide great assistance to each of us as we strive to produce a journal of quality.

— C.W.B.